
 

 

K4 Panda Class 

January Newsletter 
 
Welcome to the K4 Panda class monthly newsletter for January. 
 
December was a great month! Panda class had fun preparing for the Christmas show. Together, 
we learnt Christmas songs and made Christmas decorations. All of the students were very excited 
to meet Santa! 
 
January will be the last month of the semester. During this month we will be making sure we are 
on schedule with all of the work books and we will also be reviewing what we have studied so far. 
The students will also be practicing for the reading. 
 
So let’s take a look at what we will be doing in the month of January. 
 
Reading 
The students are very well rehearsed with reading time. They can all sit and try to follow the 
words and turn the pages of their reading books. 
We read the reading books several times every day. I am very strict when it comes to reading time. 
Everyone sits down and we read together following the words with our fingers. 
Often the kids will have questions about the story and about words they don't understand. I posi-
tively encourage questions about the reading material and make sure they understand. 
After reading together, individuals are chosen to read to the whole class so their pronunciation 
can be checked and corrected if necessary. Sometimes 
during outdoor play I will give extra reading practice and attention to those who need it. 
Week 1 - Review 
Week 2 - Inu Duck’s Toy 
Week 3 - Preparing for reading contest 
Week 4 - I Can Do It 
Week 5 - Catch-up and Review 
 
 



Core Material 
The core material books have some fun stories that use sentences that contain useful words the 
kids should know. 
Week 1 - Review 
Weeks 2-4 - Unit 1 Week 3 Anthology - “Flip” A story about a pet dinosaur called “Flip” who wants 
to go to school. It teaches the students some “l-blend” words e.g. “slip, black, plan…” 
Week 5 - Catch-up and Review 
 
Phonics 
The phonics book has many fun activities for the students. It teaches the kids letter recognition 
and the different sounds they make. 
Week 1 - Circle the correct word and write it on the line. Short u words e.g. “cut, bus, nut…” 
Week 2 - Short e words e.g. “bed, ten, net…” Also, circle the picture and write the short e words 
on the lines. 
Week 3 - Circle the correct word and write it on the line. Short e words. 
Week 4 - More short 3 words. 
Week 5 - Catch-up and Review 
 
MPM Math (Multiple Practice Module) 
MPM math is great fun for the new students. It teaches the kids the basics of mathematics in fun 
and interesting ways. Their new MPM boxes are full of stuff to help them learn. 
Week 1 - Counting objects and simple addition. 
Weeks 2-3 - Recognizing numerals 1-10 and coloring circles accordingly. Simple addition. 
Weeks 4 and 5 - Catch-up and Review 
 
Conversation 
This is a chance for the students to practice speaking. It teaches them to ask and answer questions 
using full sentences to show off their speaking abilities. 
Week 1 - Nouns e.g. A person, place, or thing. 
Week 2 - Sentences that use “These/Those” e.g. “Those are cars./These are rackets”. 
Week 3 - Sentences that use “This/That/These/Those”. 
Week 4 - Ending sentences with periods. 
Week 5 - Complete the words with the correct vowel on the themes of “Transportation” and “At 
the beach”. 
 
Song and Dance 
We have song & dance classes in the mornings to create a group bond & promote confidence. 
Song & dance is also a great way to wake the kids up in the mornings and get them ready & ener-
gized for the days lessons. 
Weeks 1-2 - “Friends” 
Weeks 3-5 - “Yellow Submarine” 
 
Thematic Activities 
Thematic studies are a series of lessons that focus on a country or festival. 
Thematic studies lessons are once week and last for one month on the same subject. 
 
The kids get to learn about other cultures, countries and events from all over the world. 
 
Library 



 
Once a week the class will visit the library to read a storybook. This a popular lesson with the kids 
because they love to listen to the teacher read them a good story. 
 
The class will sit and listen to the teacher, enjoying looking at the pictures in the book as the story 
is read to them. 
 
They also have the opportunity to borrow a book for the week to take home and read by them-
selves or with mummy & daddy. 
 
That concludes the Panda class monthly newsletter for January. 
 
Just to let you know that after the reading contest I will take a few days off before the end of the 
semester because I have to have an operation, but don’t worry. I will be back at the start of the 
new semester. The school will arrange a substitute teacher for the days I am off. 
 
As always, please feel free to leave me any of your comments or concerns in the weekly English 
communication books.  
 
Teacher Rich. 
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